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We present an electromechanical stability analysis of passivated parallel-plate electrostatic actuators
in conductive dielectric media and show that the pull-in instability can be eliminated by tuning the
applied frequency below a design-dependent stability limit. A partial instability region is also
obtained, where the actuator jumps from the pull-in displacement to another stable position within
the gap. The results predict that the stability limit is always greater than the critical actuation
frequency, and therefore any device that is feasible to actuate in a conductive fluid can be operated
with stability over the full range of motion. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3389491�

Electrostatic actuation is of fundamental importance in
applied physics and widely used in microelectromechanical
systems �MEMS�. The stable range of motion of the common
parallel-plate configuration is limited to 1/3 of the initial
electrode gap by a well-known electromechanical instability,
called the pull-in instability.1 Recently it has been shown that
the stable actuation range can be extended by adding an elec-
tret layer to the gap2 or by operating in a high-dielectric fluid
medium with relatively thick low-dielectric solid insulating
layers on the electrodes.3,4 Electrostatic actuation in high-
dielectric media requires ac drive signals at frequencies f at
least on the order of the critical actuation frequency fc to
prevent electrode polarization and electrolysis,5–7 but offers
the advantage of lower actuation voltages, and is particularly
important to microfluidic and bioMEMS development where
it is desirable to integrate actuators into aqueous solutions
and other conductive fluids.8–12 For simplicity and to
minimize the applied potential required for actuation, most
applications of electrostatic actuators in conductive
media have been operated in the high frequency limit, viz.,
f � fc= �1 /2�RlCd�x=0, where x is displacement, Rl is the re-
sistance of the fluid between the electrodes, and Cd is the
capacitance of the both passivation layers on the electrodes.
The analysis of Legrand et al.4 that described device design
constraints for pull-in suppression in dielectric liquids ap-
plies only in this high-frequency limit, where actuation is
independent of frequency. In this letter, we present a general
stability analysis of parallel-plate electrostatic actuators in
conductive fluids, which reveals frequency-dependent stabil-
ity phenomena for �= f / fc=O�1�, such as frequency-
dependent pull-in suppression and partial instability where
the actuator jumps from the pull-in displacement to another
stable position within the gap.

Consider the parallel-plate electrostatic actuator in Fig.
1, driven by a harmonic ac signal, with a spring constant k,
initial gap g, and solid dielectric layers �e.g., from a native or
grown oxide� of thickness td on each electrode. The imped-
ance of the electrical double-layer in the gap is typically
much lower than that of the passivation layers on microac-
tuator devices, and thus can be neglected.6 Thus for negli-
gible resistance of the bulk electrode relative to the fluid in
the gap, the actuator can be accurately represented by the RC
circuit also in Fig. 1. Conservation of energy dictates that the
mean electrostatic force Fe is given by7

Fe =
1

2
Vl_rms

2 dCl�x�
dx

=
1

2

�0�l AVl_rms
2

�g − x�2 , �1�

where Cl, �l, and Vl_rms are, respectively, the capacitance,
relative dielectric constant, and root mean square potential
difference across the fluid in the gap, �0 is the permittivity of
free space, and A is the electrode area.

Now consider an applied sinusoidal drive signal
V�t�=Va sin�2�ft�. The solution to Kirchoff’s laws gives7

Vl_rms

Vrms
=� �2�1 − X�2

1 + �2�1 + � − X�2 , �2�

where X=x /g and �= �Cl /Cd�x=0 is the undisplaced capaci-
tance ratio. Since fc and the damping factor in liquids are
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of a parallel-plate electrostatic actuator in
a conductive dielectric medium. Cl=�l A / �g−x�, Cd=�d A / td.
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usually sufficiently high that actuator dynamic response is
negligible,6,7 the static displacement of the parallel-plate ac-
tuator is obtained by substituting Eq. �2� in Eq. �1�, and
balancing the electrostatic force with the mechanical restor-
ing force kx, viz.,

Vn =
Vrms

Vp
lim =

3

2
�3X�1 + �2�1 + � − X�2

�2 � , �3�

where the rms amplitude of the applied voltage Vrms has been
normalized by the rms pull-in voltage Vp in the high � and

low � limit; Vp
lim=�4kg3 / �27A�l�0�. The scaled pull-in dis-

placement Xp is determined by taking the derivative of Eq.
�3� with respect to X and equating it to zero to obtain the
minimum real root

Xp =
�1 + ��

3
�2 −�1 −

3

�1 + ��2�2� . �4�

The voltage-displacement characteristics for ��1 �e.g.,
a typical actuator with a native oxide� are plotted for selected
frequencies in Fig. 2. As the frequency is reduced, the shape
of the voltage-displacement curve changes from the familiar
shape at high frequencies until there are two roots for
dVn /dX=0 that are less than 1. The lowest of the two roots
�solid dot� is Xp, and inspection of the voltage-displacement
curves shows that the higher root �open circle� marks the
onset of another stability range of positive dX /dVn. When
the two roots are less than 1, but Vn�X=1��Vp, this second
stable range has no impact on actuator pull-in stability, but it
defines a second stable range during pull-out ��=2.1 in Fig.
2�b��. For negligible stopper structure height, the actuator
jumps to X=1 after pull-in. Subsequently, as the actuation

potential is lowered, the actuator displacement is continu-
ously reduced, following the voltage-displacement curve in
the second stable range until reaching the highest root, which
defines Xpo �open circle, Fig. 2�b��. At this point, the actuator
becomes unstable and “pulls out” to the stable region at
lower displacements. As the frequency is further reduced, Xp
increases while Xpo decreases, and over a narrow frequency
range where Vn�X=1��Vp just below the stability limit �s,
the actuator does not pull-in all the way to X=1 ��=1.85 in
Fig. 2�b��. It reaches another stable point �open square�
where displacement can be increased with increasing volt-
age. As � is lowered toward �s in this partial pull-in region,
the distance the actuator jumps from Xp to the next stable
position diminishes continuously to zero at �s=�3; for
���s, there are no real roots, i.e., there is no pull-in insta-
bility because dX /dVn�0 for all X.

The frequency response of Xp defined by Eq. �4� is
shown in Fig. 3 for a range of values of �. The capacitance
ratio � is controlled primarily by the thickness of the dielec-
tric layers relative to the electrode gap �� 	 td /g�10−4 to 1�
because of greater range of control than for the ratio of the
dielectric constants �� 	 �l /�d�2 to 80�. For ��1, Xp is
the same as in a perfect dielectric, i.e. �1+�� /3. For
��O�1�, Xp increases sharply with decreasing frequency
until reaching the stability limit �s where Xp ceases to exist.
The distance the actuator jumps during pull-in 
X dimin-
ishes sharply from 1-Xp for ��1, to zero at �s. Xp also
increases with increasing �, and pull-in is eliminated for all
frequencies if ��2 because Xp�1, which is consistent with
previous results for pull-in suppression in the high frequency
limit ���1�.4 The more general analysis here shows that
��2 �which typically requires dielectric layers within an
order of magnitude of the gap thickness� is not required to
suppress the pull-in instability, which can be eliminated for
any � simply by tuning the applied frequency. The suppres-
sion of pull-in is a result of shifting an increasing percentage
of the potential drop across the solid dielectric layers with
decreasing � and increasing �. As the actuator is displaced,
the electric field partitions even more into these layers, miti-
gating the nonlinear increase in electrostatic force with dis-
placement dictated by Eq. �1�.

A stability diagram for parallel-plate electrostatic actua-
tors in Fig. 4 shows the regions of stability, instability, and
partial stability as a function of � and �. The stability region
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is divided into two regions; one where stability exists from
Xp�1, and the other where stability exists due to ���s,
where Xp does not exist. �s is calculated from 
X=0 to be
simply �s=�3 / �1+��. The region where Xp�1 is bound by

curve �s�=1 /���2−��, derived by equating the higher criti-
cal point of Vn to 1. The �s� curve is tangent to the �s curve
at �=2�3 /3, �=1 /2 �T in Fig. 4�. For ��1 /2, �s� defines
the stability limit. For ��1 /2, �s defines the stability limit.
The minimum of the �s� curve at �=1, �=1 �M in Fig. 4�
defines the lowest frequency required to eliminate the pull-in
instability for any parallel-plate actuator. Thus all actuators
are stable at applied frequencies less than or equal to the
critical frequency, and actuators will remain stable at increas-
ingly higher frequencies as � deviates farther from �=1. In
the limit ��1 �i.e., td /g�1�, pull-in is eliminated for
���3. From a practical standpoint, it is an important result
that the stability limit exists universally at ��1 because
��O�1� is typically required to actuate any device.6,7

Below the tangent point T, �s and �s� bound the small
partial stability region where two stable ranges exist
within the gap. The narrow region of partial pull-in
displacement within the partial stability range is defined
by Vn�X=1��Vp, and thus bound per Eq. �3� by
�p=2 /�1+4� and �s. Although the partial stability region
applies to a limited parameter space, this unusual behavior
exists for all actuators with ��0.5, which includes typical
native silicon devices in water ���0.04�, which are pre-
dicted to experience partial pull-in for � between 1.67 and
1.86. This is more than a 10% change in frequency, and thus
easily controlled with common waveform generators.

It is always desirable to minimize the applied voltage
required for actuation. Applied voltage requirements increase
with increasing � and decreasing �, but stability requires
decreasing � if ��2. Thus there is an optimum � that mini-
mizes the applied voltage requirement for stable actuation
over the full range. The minimum voltage Vns required for
stable actuation to a displacement X is given by substitution
of �s and �s� in Eq. �3� to yield:

Vns =	 3
2
�3X��1 − X�2 + 2��2 − X�� , � � 1/2,

3
2
�X��1 + ��2 + 3�1 + � − X�2� , � � 1/2.


 �5�

The inset in Fig. 4 shows that Vns increases monotonically
with � for all X, and is thus minimized by minimizing � and
using frequency controlled stabilization �Ref. 13�. As � ap-
proaches zero, such as for devices passivated with a native
oxide, the applied voltage required for stable actuation to
X=1 is only 50% higher than Vp

lim. To achieve stability in
the high frequency limit with ��2,4 the applied voltage
must be over five times Vp

lim.
The electromechanical stability analysis presented here

has profound implications for parallel-plate electrostatic ac-
tuators. Stabilization via frequency control has many advan-
tages over stabilization in the high frequency limit with thick
passivation layers ���2�. With frequency control, any de-
vice can be stabilized over the full range of motion, much
lower voltages are required, and pull-in suppression can be
switched on or off through operational control. The use of an
electret can improve stability in air, but large extensions of
the stable range require most of the gap to be filled with the
electret layer,2 which may not be practical in microsystems,

and the voltage requirements are higher. Actuator stability in
conducting fluids is delineated by two nondimensional pa-
rameters, � and �. Thus, the stability limit �s is a function
only of the capacitance ratio �, which scales primarily on td,
but also increases with increasing �1, decreasing �d, and de-
creasing g. For thick passivation layers, there is no stability
limit, but the applied voltage requirement is maximum; for
thin passivation layers, the stability limit is greater than the
actuation frequency ��s=�3 for ��1� and the applied volt-
age requirement is minimized. The partial stability region
obtained for ��0.5 is unique to frequency-controlled stabi-
lization, and is of fundamental interest in understanding elec-
trostatic actuator behavior in conductive fluids. And since
typical devices have ��0.5, the ability to control a variable
step within the gap might also be harnessed in future micro-
system applications.

Sandia National Laboratories is a multi program labora-
tory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin
Co., for the Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-
AC04-94AL85000.
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